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A timely, suspenseful, and historically detailed novel about the nefarious dealings of people who
profited from the Holocaust.

From Publishers WeeklyIn his timely, suspenseful and historically detailed novel, Ducker (Lead
Us Not into Penn Station) brings together the worlds of contemporary Swiss banking and
wartime Europe. In 1943, Hermann Steinmuller, a Swiss Jew, bankrolls an unseaworthy boat to
take Jewish refugees from Budapest to Palestine. The boat sinks off the coast of Turkey,
drowning Hermann and all the passengers. Flash forward to 1997. Peter Steinmuller is an
American jazz keyboard player in a band that is fired by the cruise ship director when they arrive
in Europe. Looking for work, he goes to Geneva, where, serendipitously, he comes upon an
advertisement for the heirs of his grandfather Hermann's brother, Pietr. With the help of a quietly
beautiful bank officer, Helene Durren, with whom he is soon intimate, he receives the proceeds
of the account, a paltry 336 francs. He discovers, however, that the original account held
114,000 francs, most of which has been withdrawn by its trustee, Frederich Von Egger, a
distinguished aristocrat and a pillar of rectitude active in humanitarian causes. When Peter goes
to Von Egger's palatial estate and confronts him with his questions, Von Egger not only
convinces Peter of the morality of his transactions with the account, but tells him that he and
Pietr Steinmuller nobly helped Jews funnel their wealth out of Nazi hands. Helene, however,
suspects that, far from helping fleeing Jews, Von Egger and Pietr Steinmuller were fleecing
them. Peter sets off for Central Europe to track down the people whose names are on the old
accounts for which Von Egger is trustee. The possible fraudulence of Von Egger's story
becomes entangled with the question of whether Peter's grandfather is the heroic Hermann or
the unscrupulous, anti-Semitic Pietr. By the time Peter unravels the mystery, readers have
learned about the nefarious dealings of people who profited from the Holocaust. And although
Ducker's prose sometimes lacks vibrancy, he deftly interpolates background material about jazz
and neatly evokes such settings as Geneva and Budapest. (Feb.)Copyright 1999 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library
JournalBloodiness become the central issue in this suspensful, well-crafted, and riveting novel.
Young Peter Steinmuller, an American jazz pianist, has gone to Switzerland with a fellow
musicina lookin for work. By accident he comes across a newspaper with an article that
mentions his granfather's name, also Peter. The article discusses the unclaimed money of World
War II victims in Swiss banks. Peter is led to Hungary, Israel, and back to the United States to
discover what happened to the money in the bank account and, more importantly, to find out
who is grandfather really was. To authenticate the story, whoe plot ideas have been historical
texts. Film rights have already been sold for this intriguing novel in which friendships are easily



betrayed and the underlying musical motifs lend special meaning to the protagonists. One of
Ducker's previous works, Lead Us Not into Penn Station, won the Colorado Book Award for
fiction. Recommended for all public libraries.Lisa Rohrbaugh, East Palestine Memorial P.L.,
OHCopyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From BooklistAfter Peter Steinmuller is dumped by his girlfriend in Boston,
he takes a job as a jazz pianist on a European cruise ship. In the novel's opening chapters, he is
fired from that job and arrested, and his motorcycle is confiscated. Those obstacles, however,
are mere trifles compared with what's coming. By chance, Peter sees his exact name in a Swiss
newspaper among a listing of potential beneficiaries of World War II unclaimed property.
Because his parents are deceased, his search is motivated not just to claim whatever money
may be at stake, but also to learn about his family--namely, was his father a good man or an evil
man? The journey takes him to Zurich, Geneva, Budapest, Israel, Florida, Arizona, New York,
and London. Peter is a likable hero but gullible, and he violates the first rule of international
crime-busting: never tell friendly strangers on a train what you are up to! Fortunately, he has the
help of a smart, sexy, and heroically devoted Swiss banker named Helene. James Klise --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Kirkus ReviewsDucker's sixth novel (And
Lead Us Not into Penn Station, 1994, etc.) spins an intensely revealing fable out of today's
headlines in this story of a young American in pursuit of his family's ties to Swiss bank accounts
looted from Holocaust victims. Bereft of his jazz piano gig and his stateside girlfriend, Peter
Steinmuller seizes on his name in a Zurich newspaper as the portal to an enchanted world. The
Lwenhoft Handelsbank is seeking depositors or their heirs to claim funds left with the bank
during the dark hours of the war 50 years earlier. Once Peter's filled out the stack of paperwork
required to claim the money in his eponymous grandfather's account, though, he's amazed to
find that the balance, after a series of payments authorized by the trustee, is only a few hundred
dollarsless than he owes the lawyer who's prepared his claim. Assistant bank manager Helene
Durren can't help him track down the trustee, she insists, though she does end up warming his
bed. And the trustee, enigmatic business titan Frederic Von Egger, can't help him either, except
to the extent of offering him his friendship, the hospitality of his estate, and what amounts to the
original balance in the account (something over $90,000) if only he'll leave the country for good.
Instead of accepting this apparently generous offer, Peter, in the tradition of every self-
respecting fairy-tale hero with ``no languages, no contacts, no training,'' vows to ferret out every
last secret of the account, even if it means digging up unsuspected family skeletons and linking
his grandfather's account to an awful lot of other missing money. Arranging to have every door
open as if by magic at Peter's touch, Ducker provides a rising spiral of thrills without the familiar
trappings of melodrama in his best novel yet. (Film rights to Doorbell Productions) -- Copyright
©2000, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Review“Bloodiness becomes the central issue in this suspenseful, well-crafted, and
riveting novel.” —Library Journal--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorBruce Ducker was raised in New York City and has spent most of his working life



practicing corporate law. He has been writing novels since 1975. His eighth novel, Dizzying
Heights (shortlisted for the James Thurber Award), was published in the spring of 2008, and his
ninth book, Home Pool, a collection of short stories, that fall. He has won the Colorado Book
Award (for Lead Us Not Into Penn Station) and was shortlisted for the American Library Best
Book Prize, and his novel Marital Assets was nominated for a Pulitzer. His poems and stories
appear in leading periodicals including The New Republic, the Yale Review, Southern Review,
Hudson Review and SewaneeReview, and Poetry Magazine. He and his wife, Jaren, live in
Colorado. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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EARLY BIRD BOOKSFRESH EBOOK DEALS, DELIVERED DAILYLOVE TO READ?LOVE
GREAT SALES?GET FANTASTIC DEALS ON BESTSELLING EBOOKSDELIVERED TO YOUR
INBOX EVERY DAY!BloodlinesBruce DuckerNew YorkTo JarenFOREWORD1940The Little Man
Catalogued the reasons his friend might be late. First was the music. If Almo started playing, if
someone were to seat him at a piano, he would not remember his appointment until his fingers
tired. Then there was the endless fringe of cafés along his way, the tinkling inside a siren that
lured him, from the conservatory as he walks to the bus stop, along the route that follows the
Danube and crosses at Ezébet Bridge, and again where he departs, in Pest. Cafés frying
sausage and onion, on their tables sat glasses that shone with schnapps of every color, amber
beer. Almo could wander into any one and find there a pal or one who might become a pal, linger
over a glass of bull’s blood.And, most likely, the women.Three reasons.Come now, he said to
himself. Be realistic. Not three. Every fugue in the world, every new Bartók harmony is its own
reason. Each café table is a reason. And how many women must I count? Those between six
and sixty, merely those who might want to piss away minutes flirting with this student, so gaunt
and tentative. While he examines his feet, his large hands, stammers and apologizes for his
Hungarian. Although I happen to know his vocabulary, dreadful as it is, now covers quite
completely, quite vividly, the female anatomy. Or apologizes for his country German, lisped and
familiar. Not the guttural growl we are used to, but that soft, singsong voice that suits the
whispers of poetry or the gentle phrases of seduction. Each of those women.Perhaps I should
affect that Schweitzerdeutche drawl. Perhaps I would have better luck. Affect that accent and
become an artist. A short, serious pamphleteer, quite ordinary looking or worse, has little
success with women. Perhaps I shall become an opal-eyed musician like him, six feet, dark and
delicate as an oboe. My friend Almo may never arrive.He smiled privately. After all, if it were not
for Almo’s fondness for women, I could set no trap for him. If he had never discovered that the
women of Budapest are more liberal than those Calvinist dairy maids he is used to, and, God
help them, more easily charmed by his romantic bumbling, where would I be? Almo is the fly,
and I am about to set in front of him a luscious drop of honey.He allowed the smile to turn up the
points of his mouth.“Tell me the joke.”His friend had surprised him from the other way.“There is
none.”“Bullshit.”“None. I was simply letting the mood of the evening take me over.”Almo looked
down at his friend’s face. Moon-round, a cigarette stuck in the center of its lips like an apple
stem, the mouth a figure-eight behind it. Eyes against the smoke, squinting angrily, an
expression tortured by the tobacco habit of its owner.“You are fibbing, Seggy. Your only pleasure
comes from another’s misfortune. Mood of the evening, my ass. You want me to believe you’ve
become an aesthete.” They had given each other private nicknames. Almo and Seggy,
Almodozo and Segdugaz, the dreamer and the anal suppository. As unlike from each other as
they appeared.“You guessed my joke! That’s it! I’ve been standing here thinking that if only I
became an aesthete, I might more often get laid.”“Ah,” and the student put his hand on the little
man’s shoulder, making them as they walked along appear like keeper and caged. “And forego
all that talk of a better world? All those tedious meetings and the polemics of utopia and the



earnest young women with bad complexions? Leave it for the flesh? Fuck the fascists, fuck the
communists, you mean to say all that talk has been a dodge?”Seggy shook off the hand and
slapped the back of his own into his needler’s stomach. “And your choice of words,” Almo went
on. “You might more often get laid? That contains the premise that you get laid at all. We both
know that premise to be faulty. Seggy, you are becoming a master propagandist.”They walked
away from the university.“Bad complected, you think? Then you will not want to come with us
tonight. I thought maybe, since Abbey is such a beauty, you would want to meet her. But
apparently you think women with social principles are bad complected. Yes, perhaps you stay
home and play with yourself. I’ll leave you here. I will see to Abbey alone.”Along Kossuth
Boulevard the restaurants were filled. It was the first evening of summer, and the city they walked
through enjoyed a curious peace. The diners at the sidewalk tables could afford to ignore the
political difficulties to the west. In the past months, since spring had begun, Germany had
declared war on Denmark and Norway, had overrun Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
After some vacillation, the Hungarian government had made its pact with the Reich. When
Hungary’s regent, Admiral Horthy, dined aboard the Führer’s liner Patria in Kiel Bay, Hitler had
told him, “He who wants to sit at the table must at least help in the kitchen.” Horthy had helped
with the washing up of Czechoslovakia. Two years later, Horthy’s country was enjoying the
security that came from an alliance to so powerful a force. In the cafés that the two friends now
passed, the joke was going around. What is the difference between Chamberlain and Hitler?
Chamberlain takes his weekends in the country and Hitler takes his countries in the
weekend.They reached Rakpart Belgrád. It ran by the river, one could drive all the way to
Rumania. On the far corner a young woman awaited them. She wore a dark navy skirt and a
white cotton blouse open at the collar. Almo poked his friend’s arm and pointed.“That is
she?”“That is she.”“Why did we come down here? We’ll just have to walk back up the hill to find a
place for dinner.”“Dinner later,” Seggy said. “We do a little business first. We have to go south to
the suburbs. It won’t take long.”“You invite me to meet this breathtaking woman and first you are
off on some of your anarchist’s bullshit? Seggy, why didn’t you get the business done before
dinner? What am I supposed to do in the meantime?”“You’ll come along. You’ll find it interesting.
And you’ll enjoy meeting Abbey, believe me.”Almo did not have to extend his faith too far. The
woman was remarkable to see. She could not have been more than seventeen. Her face was
soft in its features, but made determined by her forehead, marked by a sharp widow’s peak, and
by her eyes of fierce black. Seggy introduced him, using his given name. Their nicknames were
only for each other. She studied his face as if she were seeking some code, then replied formally
but without distance. She wore no makeup or jewelry. They boarded the bus to the south, and
took the rear seat, over the rumbling diesel.The men sat on either side, Almo assuming Abbey
would politely turn to him, the newcomer. But as soon as the bus rolled, she engaged Seggy
excitedly about their business. Their disregard of Almo’s presence allowed him to watch her,
stare with such singularity that, had she not ignored him, had she turned in the dim light of the
bus and caught his stare, he would have embarrassed himself. Almo paid little attention to what



they said, though he sensed her command of the topic. They were considering, it seemed, some
transaction involving a boat, its lease for hire, and clearly she was the expert on matters nautical
and financial. Seggy sought out her opinion on tonnage, insurance, what crew might be needed
and what papers they must have. Almo let the words wash over him. He had no experience in
commerce, it bored him.“You’re following all this?” his friend asked ten minutes out. Seggy
grinned. He could put his hand on the very spot where Almo’s thoughts rested, though he’d get
slapped for it.Almo returned the smile, but directed it towards Abbey. “I am enjoying the ride and
the scenery.” Outside it was pitch black.“And our talk interests you?” This time she used the
familiar form of address.“I know nothing of boats. I am Swiss, we are surrounded by land, and I
can’t tell port from starboard. Port from muskat, that’s a different story, but not port from
starboard.” Abbey gave a nod that gently dismissed his background, his humor, indeed him, and
they went back to their huddle.This was not going well. Seggy had asked him along to meet the
girl. The conversation should be his. Normally a patient man, especially with comrades, Almo
thought to complain, but just as he was to speak the little man stood and walked forward to the
driver. The bus squealed to a stop and the trio, by now the only passengers, stepped down.They
were in the middle of nowhere. The wharf district. Piers crowded with barges, moored tugs, the
smells of bilge and coal and cargo stale from the farms. Up river, Almo could see the lights of
Pest and the graceful silhouette of the Liberation Bridge. What in hell was he doing here? This
young woman, beautiful as she was, admittedly worth all of Seggy’s taunting and provocation if
he could but catch her eye, had an interest only in davits, freightage, engine screws. He would
miss an evening in town, and if they didn’t get their business over with quickly, miss his supper
altogether. Tomorrow started with an early class on the twelve-tone system. He would not be late
for that.He fell behind the couple as Seggy led the way. They picked a route through shabby
lanes and arrived at a wooden shack perched among empty oil drums and cut fence wire. A bare
bulb showed through the window. Seggy knocked, looked in, and waved his two companions
through the door.The office inside was surprisingly well fitted. In its center sat a large desk
crowded with papers. The floor was covered with an emerald green rug that smelled slightly of
mildew. Behind the desk stood a mammoth Jacobean cabinet. Its drawers had been removed,
and files were housed in the cavities. Its top, however, was intact: between two turned posts was
set a wooden door decorated in the Chinese style with careful inlay. The room seemed to be
empty.They heard the flush of a toilet. A corner door opened, and an enormous man, perhaps
six-three and three hundred pounds, emerged. His belt was unhinged, its tongue lolled
lubriciously. The man was unkempt, a greasy shirt, thick curls that hung over his ears and neck.
He idly buttoned the fly on his trousers, and though Almo felt unease at having surprised him, he
did not accelerate his pace or make any show at privacy.“Well, well,” he said heartily. “So you
want to be sailors.”The three young visitors pulled up chairs and gathered on the far side of the
desk. The man, whom they called rarely by name but when they did it was a short, ugly sound,
Gül, was foreign. Almo guessed Turkish or Rumanian, but nothing more about him was offered.
For most of the conversation he sat rubbing his crotch. His Hungarian was heavily accented, and



Almo relied more on the reactions of his friends, both observed and in their speech, to make
what little sense he could of the discussion. At unpredictable times during their talks, an
uncaused hilarity would strike Gül and he would break into flesh-shaking laughter, while his
proposed buyers—for it was clear Abbey and Seggy were to buy and the fat man to sell—sat
patiently.Almo stirs himself out of his moroseness by trying to follow what is going on. In the
harsh light of the bulb, he gets his first view of Abbey and she is more striking than he thought.
On the bus they established that while the girl was in charge, Seggy would do the talking. He
does, putting the case. The fat man watches Abbey as Seggy gives the dimensions, capacity
and days that are their specifications. A boat of such a size, leased with full crew for so long. All
the while, the fat man watches her, his fascination, the license of his thoughts, Almo realizes in a
flush of shame, not unlike Almo’s own on the bus.“Excellent,” the fat man says. “Your search is
over. I have precisely the ship for you. We will seal it with a drink.”“Is it seaworthy?” Seggy
asks.Gül feigns insult. “Seaworthy? Am I a murderer? I am a businessman.”“And the cost?”“The
cost is not inconsiderable. These are illegals you are shipping. There are risks.”“The cost?”Gül
turns in his oaken swivel chair. The metal joint yields the sound of a rabbit in a leg trap. He opens
the door of the cabinet behind him and, without rising, withdraws a bottle and four small glasses.
He inspects the appertif glasses, wipes one on his black seaman’s shirt. Pours a transparent
liquid to the brim of each, the slightest orange tint. Barrack, an apricot brandy. He pushes the
glasses towards them.“The cost?” Seggy asks again. Almo takes his glass, sips at the tiny
mound the liquid makes at the rim. His eyes water—the stuff is vile. He puts it back on the desk.
His friends’ glasses, he realizes too late, have not been touched.“Is ninety pounds sterling per
passenger.”“For that cost,” says the girl, “we can buy three tickets to Haifa, not one. And stay in
first class cabins dining on roast lamb.” They are the first words she says, and they reveal her
passion.“Then you should,” Gül responds. “You should take your cattle first class and have them
graze on roast leg of lamb and do their funny dances on the first class decks. But that is the
price. I will refit my ship to carry eight hundred. I will not sail with fewer. They will be cramped, but
then they are used to living that way. You may take it or leave it.” He drinks off his brandy and his
eyes twinkle as the fire hits his gut. Then, as if the liquor were a surprise, a punch line, he
indulges a roaring laugh.Almo is searching for a way to break in and even the score, but he has
no entry. He knows from the talk on the bus that they must deal with this man. Whatever Seggy
and the girl are transporting they have more coming, they have stores and stores in basements
and hundreds more waiting to take their places. He realizes Seggy is dealing from weakness,
that he has no alternative, but still Almo has begun to get angry. He has forgotten his lost
evening in town. This man is clearly humiliating his friends.Seggy looks to the girl. It is a mistake,
even Almo sees this, his look is weakness and says we are getting nowhere, we need to
concede, and the fat man notices.“In addition,” Gül says. “I am told that the British are running
patrol boats to interdict illegal shipments. When they find them they impound the boat. I must
insist that you deposit in my bank in Basle a sum equal to the value of the ship if she does not
return. It is only good business. Your Jews would approve.”“Meaning? Your total?”“You must pay



ten thousand pounds down, here. The balance of ninety-two thousand to be deposited in the
bank. Thirty thousand to be returned to you when the ship reaches any port on the
Mediterranean.”The girl remains calm. It is why, Almo realizes, she has been chosen to lead. She
explains the conditions, the children and disease. She tells him of the certain fate awaiting the
refugees if they cannot get out. She tells him that Eichmann has said either you disappear or I
will make you disappear. She tells him that her own cousin has come from Poland with tales of
incredible excesses. It seems that the fat man may be moved. Her eyes shine in her stories and
he drinks another glass of brandy. She goes further, tells him of a camp in which the
announcement is repeatedly made, anyone who hangs himself tonight is asked to put a piece of
paper in his mouth with his number on it, so that in the morning roll may be accurately
called.“Very orderly,” the fat man said. “All the more reason that Germany will prevail. Very
efficient. Listen, these are your problems, not mine. I have a ship. It is for hire, Jews, beets,
lumber, I do not care.”In the silence he leans forward. He leers at the girl.“You are one of them?
Surely you should be willing to part with this money to help them out. And maybe you should part
with a little more, too. I might be inclined to lower the cash portion a little, add it onto the bank
deposit, for a night of Rassenschande.”Almo recognizes the term. Reich propaganda and Reich
rules have been showing up in Hungary more and more since he came two years ago. The word
means shaming the race, the crime of sex with a Jewish partner. Almo stands and pushes back
his chair. It catches on the uneven carpet and tips over. Even he is startled by the noise it makes,
the floor reverberates and legs of other chairs thump as their occupants turn. He finds himself
reaching across the desk and pulling the giant ship merchant by his filthy woolen shirt. The
man’s bulk comes up slowly, he might be a great root being urged from the earth, and Almo
hasn’t thought of what he will do with him if somehow he budges him to his feet.Seggy is talking
in his ear to calm him. He releases the man, whose weight, when he falls back into the swivel
chair, so jostles the floorboards that one of the glasses of Barrack tips and spills. Almo allows
himself to be led out from the shack into the night.His blood is racing and he can hear the
tympani in his chest. He is no fighter, the scene is one he is glad to have behind him. He begins
to fear for the girl, still in the shack, and for himself if Gül decides to come out. These matters are
urgent, but he cannot seem to turn Seggy to them, Seggy making insistent and needless noises.
Soon he doesn’t need to—Abbey emerges, comes over and looks into his face as a mother
might, takes him by the elbow and leads him back to the road. They ride the bus to town in
silence. No one speaks. Abbey holds the trembling fingers of Almo’s left hand, a flexible hand
that can stretch over a piano the interval of an eleventh, holding those fingers between her cool
palms. He has fallen in love with her.He has no appetite, none of them do, and they decide not to
go out to dinner. They see her to her house, and Seggy waits with him for the last bus across the
river to the conservatory apartments where he lives.“So this is what you do the nights you can’t
meet me,” Almo says at last. His breath is shallow with excitement and fear. “Lead your political
partisans into the cesspools of the city where they get propositioned.”“She knows what she is
doing,” Seggy says. “I was not leading.”“Thank God we pulled her away from there. That man is a



pig. Worse.”“Worse.”“And why are you involved in this? How does this concern you?”Seggy
shrugs, pulls a pack of French cigarettes from his wind-breaker and tears off the top to expose
all twenty.“I’m involved because I’m involved.”“For heaven’s sake,” Almo uses the other’s
Christian name. It is meant as a rebuke. “That man would have taken her to bed if we hadn’t
been there. All for a discounted price on some passage. I must tell you, you need to think more
about the moral consequences of your actions.”Seggy looks deeply into the eyes of his friend.
Even in the faint light of the bus shelter he can see how it is they appeal to women. The flecked
colors move about with his moods, now the green shines in outrage. Up the street comes the
headlights and faintly illuminated sign of Almo’s bus, the last of the evening.“I thought you
understood. While you and I were outside she negotiated the final terms. She got him to take a
lower price. Tomorrow she will return to deliver the cash portion, the down payment, and to
deliver herself for the evening.”He spins the musician around and pushes him up the stairs of the
waiting bus.Almo missed the class on twelve-tone harmony. Or rather he went, but he soon
wandered out without any idea of what was being discussed. He stayed close to campus that
week and did not seek out Seggy or Abbey. Instead he read newspapers and taught himself a
single Bach passacaglia on the organ at the local church.When finally he found Seggy, in a
usual café again beheading a pack of cigarettes, he told him of his decision. He knew very little
about politics and he was not at all sure what he could do to help, but perhaps Seggy could find
some use for him. And he was desperate to meet Abbey a second time.In the next years, he did
help. Seggy found him to be energetic if ignorant, hopelessly trustful despite how often he was
deceived and of use for his fervor rather than his skills. To launch what would become the
incident of the Artemis, ironically, he was of great help. The project could not have been done
without him. But for all his involvement and in all that time, he never again saw the girl whose
face had been so illuminated by her passion.Three years and a day later Almo set sail on a boat
he had not leased but had purchased for cash. In its life of a half-century, the Artemis had sailed
under the flags of Greece, the United Kingdom, Liberia and Panama. Almo and Seggy
negotiated its purchase from a Cypriot who had registered it in Bulgaria and moored it downriver
in the Hungarian port of Tolna. Its papers were so crudely forged that the new owners,
embarrassed at the amateur job, employed an engraver to forge different ones.The night before
its arrival the two friends stepped off the ship’s dimensions on a football pitch in St. Stephan
Park. They marked bow, stern and beam with white stones, and then lay themselves down to
simulate sleeping spaces. It was important to assure that all 550 persons intended for the
passage be able to fit comfortably, have a place for their bedroll and blanket. Their walk-through
convinced them it was close quarters, and possible.But the boat that docked that afternoon, tied
up within view of the shack where, ages ago, they had met Gül, was significantly smaller than
the one advertised. They had been told 180 tons, and that they could not disprove. A quick
pacing, though, showed the dimensions were 53 feet by 20, half the advertised size. And that
deception was one of several. The two engines turned out to be one: the housing of the second
was intact, but the motor itself had been unbolted and carted away. The missing power did not



trouble the men as it might have, since they had decided to stretch their insufficient budget for
what was in fact a barge. The money they saved on engines would pay for towing if it were
needed. The Artemis was fitted with one toilet, no kitchen, no wiring for food lockers or ice
boxes. Whatever food they took on the voyage would have to keep.That afternoon, Almo and
Seggy worked with the hired crew to identify machinery not needed on board a passenger
barge. Winches and hoists were dismantled and sold for salvage. Almo knew that, just like the
purchase of the boat, these sales were to his disfavor, but he had no time to bargain. The ship’s
masters he dealt with teased him about the practices of those for whom he was working—you
are making, they taunted, sharp trades for the sharp-noses—all the while taking every possible
advantage of his urgency.Bright the next morning, Almo’s passengers came aboard. They
included Poles, Czechs, a few Hungarians. Most were from Transnistria, that region of the Pale
of Settlement that lies between the rivers Bug and Dniestr. Each family—for many traveled in
three generations—found its paltry square of deck and laid out the blankets issued them. Almo
handled the purchase and refitting of the ship, and Seggy scrounged parcels from the Red
Cross. Among the crayons and books on elementary Spanish were blankets, the occasional
food tin, even that most universal of currencies, tobacco. Seggy, terrified of the water and
relieved to yield critical space, stayed behind. The Artemis pushed off before noon.It was a
lovely August day, the ship motoring slowly down the Danube. Had the passengers not carried
the certitude from their past that the future also held travail, they might have enjoyed the pastoral
Hungarian puszta through which they floated. The weather was cool for summer, but not so chilly
that sleeping on the open decks was uncomfortable. Almo and the boat leader, a man chosen by
the passengers because he spoke the many languages of this ship of Babel, spent the
afternoon organizing the food and water into rations for the journey. If they were careful and
prompt, the supplies would last.As the sun was setting in a rose quartz sky, the engine failed.
The mechanic assured them it could be fixed. But by the next morning, they continued to drift. An
easy wind moved them downriver, but as they neared the port of Tulisa, Almo decided that the
mechanic’s only skill was talk, and signaled a nearby ship for help. The engine was repaired. The
cost of two million lei exhausted Almo’s reserve.That night Almo surrendered the single cabin,
stuck aft of the wheelhouse like a paper construct for a grammar school project, to three infants
and their mothers. He roamed the foredeck and slept intermittently. In the middle of the night he
came across a little girl, crying softly into her rag pillow. He sat with her and talked. She was
alone—the boat leader had assigned her to a family for purposes of the voyage, but she spoke
German and they Rumanian—and her name was Suri. Almo produced a harmonica, courtesy of
the International Red Cross, and improvised tunes. She made up four-note songs, and he played
them for her as the boat drifted under a sky full of broken stars.On the third day, the ship limped
into view of the Bosporus straits. Through the narrow passage one could make out the bridges of
Istanbul. The passengers sent up a cheer, and several muttered prayers of thanksgiving.
Istanbul marked the passage into open sea, beyond was Palestine. It was only when the
celebration ebbed that Almo noticed the silence. He turned to the captain, whose shrug



confirmed it. The engine had quit again, this time for good. Charts were consulted—they had
drifted sufficiently far into the harbor to drop anchor. Again the weather was in their favor. The
cool had dissipated, it was hot and sultry, but there were no winds. A barge without a tow and
without power in the choppy waters of the Bosporus could be endangered by the summer
squalls that blow out of the Urals and down from the Black Sea. Ordinarily one would turn the
bow into the wind and ride out the weather, but without the ability to navigate, the slightest sea
could cause the ship to take water. Too, she had been allowed to drift close to shore for
anchorage. These waters were calmer than those of the Black Sea to the north or the Marmara
ahead. They could wait here. Their predicament would be solved in a matter of days.But it was
not. The Turkish coastal authorities quickly placed the ship under quarantine and prevented
Almo or any of its passengers from contacting the outside world. Almo argued with the harbor
master, with the young lieutenant in charge of the cutter which hove to thirty yards off their bow,
and with the sailors who detained his small dory as it tried to reach shore. A day passed and
then a second. The weather held, but drinking water was low and provisions were giving out. A
third day and a fourth. The crew rigged lines and the few fish they caught were carved into
servings the size of a child’s thumbnail.Without the engine, the generator failed and the radio
soon sputtered and died. The heat of a Turkish summer settled over the ship. At night the
passengers could hear the sounds of the city. On the tenth day of what was to have been a
voyage half as long from Budapest to Haifa, dysentery broke out. There were three doctors
among the emigrants, and they warned Almo that chronic diarrhea leads to dehydration, and
dehydration to death.With that curse came a blessing. In that afternoon of leaden cirrus clouds,
a motor launch set out from the wharves and made an unmistakable line for the hapless ship.
Almo looked and could not believe his eyes. Hanging in the railed walk that topped the bowsprit
was no carved mermaid but Seggy, squinting at him across the glare of the sea, cigarette
centered in his face. Behind him on the foredeck were several official-looking men in dark
business suits.Were the circumstances not so dire, Almo would have told Seggy how comical
the scene appeared. It looked to Almo that his old friend had privateered an entire cruiser of
accountants. As it was, he had no chance. Seggy gave his news quickly. A political and
propaganda battle was being waged over the Artemis. The ship had taken on some minor
significance in the jousting for world opinion. The gentlemen on board the launch were Swiss,
countrymen of Almo, and they had brought provisions from the Red Cross.His speech made,
Seggy was taken from his perch by an armed Turkish seaman, and the somber gentlemen in
black suits began handing crates of supplies over the railings. On board the ship, the
passengers formed a chain and the food, medicines, and five gallon water bottles were passed
across. When the task was done, Seggy reappeared, rummaged in his shabby coat and tugged
at something in its pocket. It wouldn’t yield. The launch revved an engine and yawed to turn, just
as Seggy freed his treasure and tossed it underhand to a speechless Almo. Almo caught it and
stuck it in his own pocket.The night again turned mercifully cool. The doctors assured Almo that
while the weather favored them, the small children could not take too much longer in an open



boat at sea. He walked among the passengers as dawn split the ancient skies over the straits.
His dark-eyed Suri was waiting up for him. He played the harmonica softly and she sang the few
notes as the sun rose on another day. Then he produced Seggy’s gift. Carefully he peeled the
orange as Suri watched, openmouthed. He removed every string and thumbed the meat into
slender sections. She looked, he realized, like a tiny version of the young woman he had
accompanied that night in Budapest. One by one he fed the perfect wedges to his friend.That
next day he made an announcement to the assembled passengers. From the launch that had
visited them yesterday, Almo had learned that his colleagues on shore were making every effort
on their behalf, reaching journalists who would publicize their plight, arranging for a mortgage on
the very ship to pay for bribes, or for rail passage to Alexandretta and then a different ship to
Haifa. He spoke in his low German, and his words were relayed in Polish, in Yiddish, Bulgarian,
Rumanian. With the provisions, the water, and the unseasonably cool skies had come hope.On
the evening of the twenty-fifth day, the launch appeared again. This time there was no Seggy. A
Turkish coast guard officer asked Almo to come aboard. In the cabin of the launch, glistening
with brass and bright-work, the officer told him that his ship must get underway. Almo explained
he would love nothing more, but as he had neither fuel nor motor oil—traded to their guard boats
for supplies—nor engine nor food nor water, it was quite impossible.“The harbor must be
cleared,” said the Turkish officer. “You must weigh anchor or stand ready to be fired upon. My
boat will give you a tow.”Almo returned to the ship and informed the captain. The anchor was
heaved up, and the mechanic and Almo made fast a line. The passengers were optimistic. They
were underway. It had to be a good omen. The Artemis was towed for several hours. The launch
stopped and her officer asked through a megaphone that Almo release the tow. Almo stood
motionless with one foot propped on the capstan that secured the line. The officer addressed
the ship’s captain and made the same request, release the tow. The captain walked to Almo’s
side and said something in Rumanian. The Turk answered back and withdrew a pistol from his
belt. The captain of the Artemis cleared his throat and spat into the water. The Turk gave an
order and from his launch an end of the tow line fell into the water. The coast guard launch
motored off. Through the passengers there rippled a murmur of speculation and fear.The
Artemis drifted along, three miles from the shore line. International waters. The night was again
cool, pleasantly cool for mid-summer in the Marmara Sea, and a weak cold front was pushing
across the Mediterranean. When the front passed through, a slight breeze moved the waters.
Refreshing. Small waves lapped at the gunnels of the ship, and as the sea rose the Artemis took
on a trickle of water. Overloaded to start, she settled further into the sea, imperceptibly further
with each splash. The captain realized their plight and organized bailing parties. There were few
suitable pails. The ship settled further down. Towards dawn the wind gave a final push, perhaps
five knots. A breeze too light to fill a sail. It stirred up a wave, no higher than a foot, and that wave
washed up and over the decks. The liquid ballast sloshed in the holds of the Artemis and she
slid on her side. Like a sea turtle with a shell full of ball bearings, up on her side and, for a
breathless acrobatic moment, still. Then she foundered and slipped under the sea.19971The



pier swayed in the fetid and fixed water. Beyond it the land swayed in tandem, a gentle illusion.
But not a bad one, Peter thought, hanging over the ship’s rail. The world moves and I’m stable.
Beats reality. With a gull’s screek, a winch at midships hoisted a net full of luggage from the hold.
The arm swung its load over the ship’s side and lowered it to the pier. The net was floored by a
wooden palette, and a dock worker caught a corner of the wood and slipped loops from the
derrick’s hook so that the net spilled its catch. A half-dozen hands arranged the suitcases,
trunks, and satchels indifferently in rows. Amid the hundreds of pieces Peter spotted his own, a
large duffel of brown canvas. Not a duplicate—he could tell, for an extra ten bucks the store had
stenciled his name on its side.That was odd. The musicians had been told to stay on board for
the turn. Two days of refueling and loading at Le Havre, then the sail back to Hoboken.Peter
hurried to his cabin and passed the assistant steward coming out. The man smiled and uttered a
cordial, unintelligible word in German. Even without the language Peter knew it was
trouble.Marcus Collopy sat on the lower bunk, examining the marble-sized joints of his fingers.
He wheezed as if the sea air was hard to get down his throat.“Marcus, the steward. You were
supposed to be at his office at eight o’clock.”“Eight o’clock? Man, look at that light.” Marcus stuck
his nose towards the bare porthole.“Eight in the morning,” Peter said. He’d reminded Marcus as
they closed the last set, before Marcus left to tour the ship’s several bars.Marcus looked up at
him from under a heavy eyelid, a deflated balloon. “You mean there’s another eight o’clock?”The
old man snuck up on awake, irritable and reluctant. Sat on the edge of his bunk in his underwear,
a patient who had failed his medical check-up, and stretched his face into today. “No problem,
kid. Turns out I didn’t need to be there.”“That’s a relief.” Peter needed this gig. Good money, a
chance to work with Marcus, but mostly good money. “No need,” Peter said, looking for the
story.“Yeah, seeing as how we’re through anyway. Easier to let him come to us.” Marcus nibbled
at a ring-finger callus.“What do you mean, through?”“Through, done, caput,” Marcus said
between his fingers.“Fired?”“You got it. They want a more danceable sound.”Peter had to smile.
That, and maybe a leader who led the band. Not one who led the pack at the unbanked turn of
the first class lounge, running up whiskey bills for adoring Americans while he improvised stories
of Diz and Getz and Bird, some of them true. Not one whose amusement was squeezing the
desiccated asses of the sixtyish and occasionally delighted women passengers. Marcus got
away with a lot. Of their impromptu quintet he had the name, he was somebody who had played
with somebody. If you were a fan you knew that name, you could find it listed on the rhythm
credits in the dollar ninety-nine LP bins. A long time ago. Rivers of booze had tinned his eyes,
flooded his face, silted a permanent rash where the capillaries were too tired to close. Marcus
had gotten this job for them, and now he had lost it.“Fired,” Peter said back. He had never been
in Europe before, let alone broke. What would it cost to leave? “We get paid?”Marcus shot a
pained look. He had two sins on his list, stupidity and slipping the beat.“Kid,” he said wearily,
“don’t be a doofus hipster. Of course we get paid. We played the gig, we get paid. We’re on file
with the local. What we don’t get is a ride back. So we figure something out. We scuffle around
and figure something out.”Marcus dressed and they went to the ballroom to retrieve his bass.



Peter helped him zip it cautiously into its cover. It was an old Kaye, yellow plywood, no one could
tell from the way Marcus coddled it or the tone he coaxed from it just how cheap it was.The other
musicians already had the news. They had cashed out at the purser’s window and had split a
cab into town.“Maybe we’ll find something,” said Marcus. “Europe, man. They love modern jazz
here. Diz was very big here, Bud Powell. Very hip country, Europe.”They thumped down the
gangplank among the passengers. The embarkation hall was gloomy, filled with the chaos of
foreign languages. Peter felt a shortening of breath, stumbling onto the wrong stage. Customs
inspectors in muddy blue uniforms moved through the crowd, ignoring baggage and blowing into
their fists to fight the cold. November’s blade swung across the English Channel.A young ship’s
officer pushed through the crowd. Over an arm he carried a plastic basket filled with the mail that
had arrived during the week at the steamship company’s dock. He called out Anglo names in a
thick accent, and when he got to Peter’s, pronounced it with a pleased recognition. They smiled
at each other, he handed Peter an envelope. Robin’s egg blue, inscribed in Matey’s mannish
hand.Peter moved into the gullet of the hall, long and low-roofed, slatted walls painted a dull
green. Travelers waiting for connections stretched out on benches. He was looking for a corner
of his own when Marcus caught up to him.“I told you.”“Told me what?”“Told you this is a hip town.
The drummer may have something for us in Zurich.”“Zurich? That’s not here. That’s some other
city.”Marcus shrugged indifference. He wore a stained gabardine greatcoat, belted, floppy delta
lapels of fake fur.“Right. So you catch the subway. Drummer’s gone ahead to sign it up. I’ve
checked his kit and the bass. Meet me at the station tonight. Eight o’clock train.”“The eight train,”
Peter said.“Fastest way to get to Harlem.”Marcus bumped his way through the mob. He moved
heavily, no lighter on his feet for the absence of his instrument. The hall began to clear as
passengers found taxis, tour leaders, their family to take them on. Peter claimed a bench at the
far end of the building by a high window. He tucked his satchel and electric keyboard beneath
his seat, took the envelope out of his pocket and thumbed open its flap. Inside was a single
page. He examined it, looked dumbly at its blank back side. He had survived a shipwreck and
now he was stripping the foil from a last bar of chocolate. Should he eat it in one sitting?Peter
dear Peter dear PeterWhere to start? In the middle, I suppose. I’ve moved in with Christopher.
He is talking about marriage. I’m not ready for that, but I do think I should get on with my life and
he seems to represent getting on. You and I keep blundering about, wander around, are we
surveying a map of misunderstanding?He is very sweet and represents owners of office
buildings about their leases. I can hear you saying Is that anything for an adult to be doing, but
you must understand, it is. I want to take life less seriously, to see through it so it doesn’t hurt so
much. With you it hurts. Really, without you, which is the more common state of being.
Christopher doesn’t exactly do that, take life less seriously, but he takes the wrong things
seriously and that amounts to pretty much the same thing.I don’t know what else to say. Take
care of yourself.Paradoxically yours,MateyHe was early to the railroad station. He ate a ham
sandwich and a nut roll. He had read Matey’s letter a dozen times. Looked under the stamp for a
clue. He had a week’s good wages and some extra the cruise line had to throw in under the



contract to fire them. It might be ample, he couldn’t tell.Peter found a booth, read the
instructions, placed a call. His French got him to Boston information. They had four listings for
Christopher, residence, office phone, office fax, cell phone. Matey’s jumped from an itinerant
pianist who doesn’t own a dish towel to a man with four lines in the directory. Hard to argue. He
called the apartment.In the long electronic rings, a beat so familiar, his pulse steps up. He sees
the man dimly remembered from college days, wearing a purple soccer shirt that laces at the
neck, white cotton shorts. Christopher is bouncing a ball from his forehead, ducking under it,
controlling its symmetrical bounces. The thumping is a metronome.“Is Matey there?”“No, she’s
not.”Peter said his name. Twice. Said he was calling from France. “I’d like to speak to her.”“Well,
she’s gone out. It’s just noon here. She had to run some errands.”Peter felt his voice slip into a
conventional tone, a tone he had heard others use in movies.“Listen, Christopher. I would really
like to speak to her. There’s no place she can call me back.”“Damn it, Steinmuller. I’m not a
barbarian. If she were here I’d put her on.”Peter left no message. He sat unhappily imagining the
report of his call. Christopher’s lawyerly account, accurate and neutral, the soccer ball in perfect
rhythm. How he had stammered. Christopher’s command, equanimity even, Matey’s face strong
as a bolt. Why do I think of her mostly to miss her?Marcus supervised the porter’s loading of the
drum kit. Everything was stored in hard cases, it would be safe in baggage. High hat, tom-tom,
snare, kicking bass. Six or seven pieces. But the yellow Kaye he wouldn’t let go. He carried it
with him in second class propped against the opposite seat. Peter stowed keyboard and duffel in
the rack overhead and sat by the window. The train pulled out ugging like a sound-effects
tape.“This’ll do fine,” Marcus said, settling his hat over his eyes. It was Russian-style, fur earflaps
that tied on top in a bow. At the far end of the car a young couple was spreading cheese and
sausage on a sheet of newspaper for their supper. A thick, greasy smell reached Peter and he
could hear the purring sound of their intimacy but not what they were saying.There was nothing
to be seen through the black windows. Occasionally a platform, a stop, a few travelers moving
on or off. Marcus looked up a first time.“Zurich,” he said. “That’s Germany?”“Switzerland.”“And
we’re coming from?”“France. Le Havre is France.”He settled down again.“My father came from
Switzerland,” Peter said quickly.“That right?” Marcus asked from under his hat. “So you got
people there we could stay with?”“No. He came to the States as a little boy and he’s long dead.
My grandfather died in Switzerland after the war. There’s no one left.”“Well,” Marcus said,
uninterested. “We all go.”“That’s a comfort.” Marcus scrunched down again and in minutes was
asleep.At the funeral for his father Peter sat dry-eyed and diffident while the doctor talked about
an early call. As if they hadn’t reckoned the difference in time zones. Death had come fast the
man said, a massive coronary. Peter saw a jagged steel construct, a locomotive with a gauge too
wide for the tunnels of flesh. Strokes are more fatal in one’s early years, the man said, we don’t
know why.A young age, hardly a full life. But Peter didn’t think his father had been shortchanged.
The man was always packed, ready to go. Nothing to leave behind. Peter was the same, except
for his music. And music was simple, no motives or hopes. Or people, except for sidemen. The
beat, the chords, the tune. Still, days on the road passed slowly.He woke Marcus for the



changes, once in Paris and again in Nancy. In the men’s room while they waited for a train, Peter
told him of his letter from Matey.“We’re all an indigo hue,” Marcus said. It was a line from a
song.“‘It’s a Blue World.’”“You got it, kid,” Marcus said. They moved out to the main salon and
found benches to lie on. Marcus hummed eight bars, something else. Closed his eyes, put his
hat down over his brow.Peter let the motion of the train take him home. Life without Matey, better
or worse? He would miss being in love. A tune where notes are missing. The bridge, eight bars
in the middle—the release, musicians called it—the bridge has washed out. But she was always
at him. Why didn’t he feel this or that, what did he feel? Just because I can’t name it, it still may
exist. Not what I mean, she would say. You can’t name it because you’re afraid of it. Find out what
you feel, she’d say. Get in the car and take it for a drive. Her eyebrows would tilt inward, showing
earnest.“The heart as stone in the poetry of Peter Kurz Steinmuller,” she announced. They were
walking somewhere marshy. Water had seeped through his shoes and his feet were cold. Red-
winged blackbirds scolded them from dry stalks. “It’s a recurring theme, like a leitmotif. I’m
considering it for my senior thesis.”“I don’t write poetry,” he said.She looked at him aslant, shot
him Bacall, up and sideways at the camera through wisps of hair.“Perhaps. I figured that would
be your defense.”They had met in college. He had noticed her from the start, a face serene in the
midst of New England intensity, eyebrows inked across that face, the dashes of an editor’s felt
pen. The name, Mathilde, had been Matey forever. Her face was strong, igneous. Thick hair,
brown with reddish tints in the sun, and eyebrows that were darker, and bushy like a man’s. Her
ancestry, she told him, was mongrel French, and her father was a doctor somewhere in the Los
Angeles basin. The expression on her face was determined even when she was confused. She
had a chin like a fist.“Not bad, Steinmuller,” she said. “You’re getting the hang of this language
business, English as a second tongue. Next week’s lesson, I like you Matey. Simple declarative
sentence with an appositive.”They first made love in the fall. His roommates were gone for
Thanksgiving holiday. Too far to fly back to California for the weekend, she had stayed on
campus and he stayed too. They lay in front of a fire on a black bear rug in a far dormitory corner.
Afterwards they lingered, fingertips over each other’s faces. The soft bristles of a Japanese
paintbrush. It was the lingering Peter best recalled, wordless and inches apart, Ella singing Body
and Soul over the speakers the way she sings, each note hit smack in its stomach.“You got to
give me the setting is romantic,” he said at last. “The first snow of the season, a hearth, the pine
logs. Maybe you’d prefer Rachmaninoff.”“Should I?” she said wide-eyed. “You think he does this
better?”That was the Matey he used to find sleep as his train bumped across France up tempo,
the tough and soft and funny one.He quit school midway in his second year. Developed a few
tics. He would idly put his fingers to his face, touch the lower lip on its red plum. He rocked when
he listened, slowly, a dance tempo. He grew the spare beard that he still wore, a scruff cover that
didn’t quite take, but he kept it. It made his appearance taller, thinner, ill at ease.Dropping out of
school was a manumission. He was freed. He had regularly earned pocket money playing
occasionals, and now he took on established club dates. Backed on two CD’s, got several solos.
Downbeat reviewed one of the recordings and called him a young lion of the piano. But he



moved away from that path, stuck to obscure bars. Recording jobs meant pursuit, you had to
interview, rehearse, a lot of hassle. This way, no hanging around. The influence of events over
his will comforted him. Winds were acting upon him, he needn’t choose, he let himself be blown
along.Matey graduated from their college and moved to Boston to begin a career in advertising.
He got a job playing keyboard for a rock group, wrote several tunes for their first CD and earned
enough to last six months. He moved to Los Angeles, but a second record deal fell through. The
Coast was a surplus of talent, stacked like cordwood, waiting to be selected. Pianists who cut
him up and down, modulating everything through twelve keys. A guitarist he knew in Kansas City
thought there might be something there.Kansas City worked out. It was a singles disco, a DJ
faked a black accent and played records when the band was off. Suits hustling secretaries,
serious boozers. He found a rooming house by a park. There were rowboats on the lake. He took
long walks in the afternoon and had an affair with a woman who played passable trombone.Until
her death Peter mailed his mother extra money. Not from charity, but to repay college expenses
squandered on him. The money he sent made him feel better. Distant. He had in mind to set
himself so free he could float.There had been talk of money in the family, his Swiss grandfather.
But the war changed everything, and his grandmother had arrived in the U.S., he knew, toting a
baby and very little else. If there had once been wealth, only his grandmother would have the
story, and she was long past recollecting and talking about it.Between gigs he found his way to
Boston for a joy fix. The first few times Matey took him in without dues. After Kansas City and the
trombone, though, she was on him.“You think this is some emotional flop house, Peter, you’re
wrong. You want to stay, I’m glad to have you. You want to sit and contemplate the predicament
of man at the crossroads, no reliable information to help him along his existential way, include
me out. I’m not at home for that.”He thought if he could stay near Matey he’d learn her passion. A
summer theater on the Cape hired him, he and a drummer were the pit. Dark Monday and
Tuesday. He bought a wheezing BMW motorbike the scrap side of antique. After Sunday night
curtain, he snaked his bike through lines of returning beach traffic.She pulled him, she and her
delicate body. He visualized it like an Escher drawing, a trompe l’oeil. He saw her radiance, and
a moment later saw the sex act as an interlude of risibility. The posture itself was the perfect
analog for its dangers: consumption, expenditure, jeopardy. He was swallowed up, he had
disappeared.In Boston not far from Matey’s apartment lived a man who had been their college
classmate. Christopher pursued her, and the mention of him inflated Peter with anger and
possessiveness. When Peter visited her in Boston he would scout the apartment for traces of
Christopher’s presence. Whether or not he found them, the search put him in a foul mood.
Christopher had enrolled in law school, a course of conduct Peter described with some
satisfaction as predictable. “Like typhus after a flood.”“Typhoid.”Peter considered this, his thumb
to his lip. “Why doesn’t he live across the river, where he belongs?”“He means nothing, he’s an
escort,” Matey would say, but Peter was not assuaged.“Do you want me to send him away?”
Matey asked one night across the serving bar in her apartment.He looked away. “It’s not for me
to tell you what to do.”Matey was tossing a salad for their supper. It was a Saturday and they had



been to the market for vegetables, striped bass, a particular and expensive wine. They were
celebrating: a song of Peter’s on the CD had won an award.“If you want me to, just say the
word.”Peter was leafing through a newspaper. “I do music, not words”The thought of her body
obsessed him. It was perfect, small, long and perfect thighs, a sculptor’s creation, the back
drawn with a single curve. The thought of someone else touching it filled him with animus. He
was reading classifieds, he began to read one out loud, quoted the price of a Ford Taurus.“Why
do you get like this?” she asked.“I don’t get like this. I am like this.”The meal was excellent. She
put out cloth napkins and set a full service. On the road, Peter often ate a can of something
warmed on the motel radiator. He told her that some wit had said a man would rather his
mistress be dead than unfaithful.She looked at him as if he had uttered something clever. He
regretted his words but they were out. She even smiled. When she spoke her voice was precise
and low.“Well, for one thing, I am not your mistress. Any more than you are mine. And for a
second, I am not unfaithful. As a matter of fact, just the bloody opposite.” She plucked the few
capers from her plate singly and ate them.“You and I happen to be two friends who fuck. Is that
how you would like to see this? Nothing more, am I right? That’s fine.” And she lifted the plate
and scaled it, with a practiced frisbee delivery, towards the kitchen. It scattered a contrail of
onions and peas, the small, sweet kind. Most of the broiled fish had been eaten. The plate struck
the splash board and broke neatly in half.
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joseph s. berman, “a well written historical and psychological thriller. Bruce Ducker taps into a
modern sleuth story with important historical ramifications (the question of Jewish assets "lost"
during WWII) to write a compelling work of fiction. The book is more than just a detective story
about hidden asssets. Ducker develops an interesting and complex protagonist whose amateur
detective work leads him to learn more about his own family history. Although the plot itself is
somewhat  obvious, the characters are first rate, as are the scenes from Zurich and  Budapest.”

Sheila Bisenius, “A gripping combonation. Bloodlines provides a gripping combination of the
intricacies of banking and the elements of a thriller.”

Michael McCreedy, “Stunning. A stunning combination of philosophical insight, taut plot, and
poetic  language.  It reminds me of Paul Auster at his best.”

Michael mcCreedy, “Loved the book.. A stunning combination of philosophical insight, taut plot,
and poetic language.”

The book by Bruce Ducker has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 5 people have provided feedback.
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